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Abstract
A large diameter backward wave oscillator (BWO) without guiding magnetic field is
demonstrated experimentally. The beam propagation is achieved by filling SWS with
helium gas. The oscillation mode of the BWO might be the axisymmetric TM mode as
well as TE mode. The output power of the TM mode is less than lkW, which
corresponds to electronic efficiency less than 0.004 %. At ze0‑magnetic丘eld, the

conventio血1 Cherenkov and cyclotron interactions are degenerate and perturbed beam
motions perpendicular as well as parallel to 孤 axial direction should be taken into

accou此In the degenerate beam interaction, su血ce charge al at beam‑vacuum
boundary plap essen血1 role. Nhnerical analysis shows that the degenerate i地faction
is superior to the conventional Cherenkov interaction in the hi由i current region above
100 A and in the weakly relativistic energy region.

Keywords: Backward wave oscillator, Slow wave structure, Cherenkov interaction,
Cyclotron interaction, Degenerate interaction
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1. Introduction
Extensive efforts have been devoted to developing high power Cherenkov devices,

including the backward wave oscillator (BWO).lf 2) BWO can be driven by an axially
inj ected electron beam without initial perpendicular velocity and are particularly suited
to operation with an intense electron beam. However, in order to con丘ne an intense
electron beam, a strong批ial magnetic field has been used. Due to field coils, d即ices

have become heavy and complicate. A high power BWO without guiding magnetic
field (plasma‑assisted slow wave oscillator) have been demonstrated as aチompact,
efficient and lightweight high‑power microwave device. } Oscillation frequencies are in
the range up to X‑band. T苫as well as TM mode radiations were observed. In the
plasma‑assisted slow wave oscillator, the electron beam propagation was achieved by
utilizing the background plasma.
Plasma effects in vacuum microwave devices have been studied experimentally and
theoretically. One common effect is neutralization of beam charge by the background
plasma, allowing beam propagation in the slow wave device well above the space
charge limited current. The plasma can also enhance the microwave output power of

TM mode. 'Although this plasma effect has been studied extensively, most analyses
have considered only the one‑dimensional (longitudinal) perturbed motion of the beam
electron. Moreover, plasma effect on TE mode radiation丘om BWO's with and without
magnetic field have not been clear.

In this report, the beam interaction with axisymmetric TM mode at zero‑magnetic
filed is examined. In the zero‑magnetic filed case, the conventional Cherenkov and

cyclotron lnteradons are degenerate and perturbed beam mo血ns perpendicular as
well as parallel to a finite magnetic field should be taken into account. The degenerate
interaction in a periodically corrugated waveguide is presented. And then, we
demonstrate a large diameter BWO without guiding magnetic field experimentally.
2.Beam interaction with ax町mmetric TM: mode at zero‑magnetic field
For a magnetized electron be甜i, there exist three distinct beam modes, those are the

slow (to = kzvQ ‑ a/y ) and fast {co ‑ kxv。 + Q/y ) cyclotron modes and the Cherenkov
mode ( a> =^vo). Here, 」o is the angular丘equency of the perturbing electromagne血
field, Q‑ eB^/m^, mo and ‑e are the non‑relativistic cyclotron angular鮎quency, the
rest mass and the ch町ge of an electron, respectively, md

γ is the relativistic factor.

At zero‑magnetic field, the cyclotron modes and the space charge modes become
degenerate. In this case, the vertical beam motion is not re虹icted by the magnetic field.
The change in the volume density p y caused by the lo喝itudinal current is cancelled by
the change caused by the vertical current. Therefore, there is no coupling due to p ,

between the beam and the axisymmetric TM mode and the surface charge ax at the
beam‑vacuum boundary plays essential role in the degenerate interaction. ^
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Fig.4 Detected microwave power versus
filling pressure.

md the丘equency is estimated to be about
20 GHz.

The prelimin町radiation patterns are measured by moving the receiving antenna
vertically with vertical and horizontal elec血polarization. The pattern with the
vertical polarization shows the axisymmetric TM mode radiation. The pattern with
the horizontal polarization shows that TE mode comparable to the TM mode is
radiated. The output power of the TM mode is less than lkW and the corresponding
electronic efficiency is less than 0.004 %.
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experimentally. The beam propagation is

achieved by filling SWS with helium gas.
The oscilladon mode of the BWO might be
the axisymmetric TM mode as well as TE
mode. The output power of the TM mode
is less than lkW, which corresponds to

Fig.5 Wave forms of prompt and delayed
signals of microwave power, beam
current and beam voltage.

electronic efficiency less than 0.004 %.
The TM mode radiation might be attributed to the degenerate interaction between
the beam and the structure TM mode. TE mode radi血on has also been obser叩d in
BWO,s with guiding magnetic field and has丘equently be a虹ibuted to the cyclotron
interactions. In our large diameter BWO, there is no magnetic丘eld, which introduce
the cyclotron interactions. There might be several possible TE mode radiation
mechanisms, such as hydrodynamic beam‑plasma interaction and vertical beam
trajectories

proposed

in

ref.3.

Since

the

TE

modes

observed

is

seen

like

non一

班isymmetric in our experiment and in ref.3, we point out that the hybrid mode
interaction might be important. A self‑consistent analysis of hybrid mode interactions
is presently underway and will be presented in a futu托paper.
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